
 

Louis Vuitton Trunk Serial Number Lookup ((BETTER))

in the 1930s, stokowski began traveling in order to lead his orchestras and commissions from
many countries. not long after, louis vuitton was asked to supply stokowski with a special trunk.

the lecteur stokowski was created from louis vuitton s materials and distinctive pattern. this
trunk was given a glossy and a canvas canvas shell, with beech hardware, leather scuff plates,

and fitted it with a fold-out desk. now that the above trunks type and purpose have been
identified, it is time to move forward into a determining a date of manufacture. first and foremost

when you open a vuitton trunk, you will notice a label. labels began to be used on the trunks
because it was a useful resource to determine a new style and to identify the retail locations. as
such, labels are key items in the vintage trunk dating process. every vuitton trunk comes with an
official label and a serial number. every trunk is identified with a specific and unique stamp that
appears on the right and left sides of the label. for example, the most famous trunks include the
original stokowski, stokowski personal trunks, the model 17 and model 40 trunks. some of the
other most commonly identified trunks in the vintage trunk community include: this model 17

(serial number 0108589) was specifically created for conductor leopold stokowski. you can
immediately see why this trunks is special, as it is stamped on the canvas right sleeve with the

number, and similarly, on the left, it has the year, 29, stamped on the canvas. the inside features
the same stamped canvas and also holds the same identifying numbers, as well as louis vuittons

lv signature seal.

Louis Vuitton Trunk Serial Number Lookup

the trunk is in amazing condition, and while i
am fairly certain it was built during the first

five years of vuitton manufacturing trunks, it
is impossible to tell exactly when it was built.
the trunk is extremely heavy, no doubt due to
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the extra thickness that was implemented on
the trunks for the sole deering estate.

purchasing louis vuitton is a great investment
because it means purchasing a bag that was

hand-crafted, and, consequently, will retain its
value. while you've shopped for your new louis
vuitton, think about whether you'd like to keep
it for a while or sell it. store your bag as often

as you like in your closet. every time you put it
on, you're reminded of your good fortune. as
you use it, it will stay in good shape for years.
our team of experts review every bag we sell

to provide you with the highest quality
products. we have been doing this for over ten
years. we decided to create our own inventory

label that would be printed with information
about the item we are selling. this way our

customers and anyone who is looking at our
inventory online will be able to quickly see the

information about the individual product.
another important aspect of the product's

authenticity is the security lock. this feature
will provide you with the meaning behind the

numbers on your bag. remember that you
must purchase your lv lock with your louis
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vuitton trunk. although you do not have to
have your lock fitted to your trunk, it will not
stay effective if it is not. your louis vuitton

trunk is encased in a leather exterior bag. the
interior lining is made of a strong and durable
polyurethane foam which provides protection

for all interior compartments. this
compartment is where your passport, credit

cards, and other small valuables are kept. we
also recommend storing your valuables in the

protective lining. 5ec8ef588b
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